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Private Company key findings include

Improving bottom-line growth ranks highest 
on the private market CEO’s list of strategic 
priorities, followed by transforming the 
business and operating model. 

Private market CEOs are more likely than 
their public company peers to welcome 
disruption, yet they remain concerned about 
their ability to keep pace with the demand 
for change.  

Biggest impact to growth over the next 
three years is regulatory changes, emerging 
technology risk and talent management.

Private market CEOs remain concerned 
about a range of evolving risks.

Trust, values and culture will be keys to 
future sustainability.
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CEO Outlook 2017: The view  
from the U.S. private markets 
Earlier this year, KPMG International surveyed more 
than 50 private market chief executive officers (CEOs) 
and more than 300 public company from across 
the U.S. to learn more about their growth outlooks, 
strategic priorities, business concerns, and investment 
objectives. In this edition of Privately Speaking, we 
highlight some of the key results of our survey and offer 
some insights on the findings.

Looking for growth
Private company CEOs are less confident than their 
public company CEO peers about the prospects for 
growth in these areas over the next three years.  

79%
Public companies are confident about the 
prospects for growth over the next 3 years

59%
Private companies growth prospects for 
the global economy over the next 3 years
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Biggest impact on growth 
Many seem concerned about their ability to meet more 
onerous regulatory and social requirements as well as 
the impact of new competitors and technologies.
Which of the following do you expect to have the 
biggest impact on the growth of your organization 
over the next three years. 
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Regulatory changes

 New competitors/disruptors

 Corporate social responsibility
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Investing into transformation
While most private market CEOs are focusing their 
investment on improving cost efficiency, many are also 
seeking to catalyze transformative change.
What is your organization’s outlook for top-line 
growth over the next three years?
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Improving bottom-line growth

Transforming the business
and operating model

Improving speed to market

Increasing productivity

Reducing operating costs

Most will continue to ramp up investment into 
recruitment, but new innovations, digital infrastructure, 
and governance models are also high on the agenda.
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80%
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27%

41%
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Innovation, including new products/
services and ways of doing business

Recruitment

Workforce training

Regulatory compliance

Digital infrastructure

Physical infrastructure

Governance and risk

Cybersecurity

Emerging technologies

Increasing investment

The risk horizon changes
Private market CEOs are concerned about a range of 
evolving risks and their potential impact on ongoing 
operations and brand reputations.
Which of the following risks are you currently most 
concerned about?
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Cybersecurity risk

Operational risk

Emerging technology risk

Interest rate risk

Reputational/brand risk

Tax risk

And, as a result, CEOs are now looking for better insight 
into their risks.

Agree

We are spending much more time on 
scenario planning as a result of an 
uncertain geopolitical climate

89%

We are recruiting new skills/specialists into 
the management team to better understand 
geopolitical risk

82%

As a result of the changing pace of 
globalization and protectionism we are 
reassessing our global footprint

30%

The uncertainty of the current political 
landscape has had a greater impact on my 
organization than I have seen for many years

32%

 
Technology as an enabler
Private market CEOs are more likely than their public 
company peers to welcome disruption.
We see technology disruption as more of an 
opportunity than a threat

Yet they remain concerned about their ability to keep 
pace with the demand for change.
Which of the following will pose the biggest 
technology-related challenge to your organization 
over the next three years?
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Reskilling the
current workforce

Building data
collection capability

Optimal use of data analytics
and predictive technologies

Strongly agree

Agree

Neither

Disagree

Strongly disagree
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Do not miss a thing
The environment for private 
companies is changing rapidly, 
and new opportunities are 
emerging every day. 

Do not let an opportunity pass 
you by—sign up to receive 
KPMG’s Privately Speaking 
article series and make sure 
you are making the best 
decisions possible for your 
private company. 

Register here to subscribe  
to KPMG’s Privately  
Speaking series: 

Privately Speaking focuses on the issues that matter 
most to private and venture capital-backed companies. 

KPMG LLP’s (KPMG) Private Markets Group understands what it takes 
to drive private company growth. In each edition of Privately Speaking, 
we share our insights—along with practical and actionable tips—to help 
boards, executives, and management grow, strengthen, and transition 
their privately held businesses.
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Click here to see the full CEO Outlook report

To find out more about what is on the minds of private market 
CEOs like yourself—or to discuss your own challenges  
and objectives—we encourage you to contact your  
local KPMG office. 

  Starting your 
business

Growing your 
business

Strengthening 
your business

Transitioning 
your business

For more information, click here to  
visit our Privately Speaking Web page. 
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